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Our Mission: 
At Windermere School, we take responsibility for our learning 
while demonstrating respect for ourselves, students, staff and 

the school environment. 
  



  
 
 
 
 
  
September 2018 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
Windermere School will continue “Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports” (PBIS) 
during the 2018-2019 school year to establish and maintain a safe and effective school 
environment that maximizes academic achievement and the behavioral competence of all 
students.  PBIS encourages students to form positive relationships with each other and with 
adults. 

 
Through the PBIS approach, our school has created positively stated expectations for all students 
and staff.  A matrix of behavior expectations is taught to all students for all school settings.  The 
acronym, R.I.S.E. is the format used to present these expectations.  The letters in the acronym 
stand for respect of individuals, respect of students and staff, and respect of the 
environment. 
 
 

Windermere Whales 
R.I.S.E. to the Top! 

 
 
There is a continuum of procedures that encourage the demonstration of these expectations and 
procedures that discourage negative behaviors.  These systems are further explained in the 
following materials.  If you have any additional questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to 
contact the school. 
 
We look forward to a successful school year. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Windermere PBIS Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PBIS Team Members 
 
PBIS is a team-based approach for problem solving, planning, and evaluation.  The team 
regularly uses behavior data to address areas of concern in the school. 
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Behavioral Expectations 
 
A behavior matrix outlines the expected behaviors and routines for students when they are in               
various settings within the school. This also ensures that all adults, in all settings, have the same                 
specific behavior expectations for students. A copy of Windermere School's behavior matrix is             
included in this packet. You should note that the details describing our expectations in each               
setting are all positively stated.  

 
During the first two weeks of school, we focus on teaching all students the positive behavior                
expectations for each setting in the school. This is done through lessons, discussions, modeling,              
and practicing the appropriate behaviors in each setting. Whenever possible, the lessons are             
taught in the actual location.  
 

Systems of Positive Reinforcement for all students  
(Tier One) 

 
Incentives are given to students who follow the explicitly taught behavior expectations in all              
settings of Windermere School. Tickets are given to students to promote positive interactions             
between students and every staff member. Weekly ticket drawings will recognize students from             
each grade level. 
 
At the homeroom teacher’s discretion, the number of tickets counted in the classroom each week               
may be tied to a classroom-based reward. At the same time, all tickets earned are tracked and                 



added toward the school-wide goal. When this goal is reached, the entire school population will               
earn a positive incentive. 
 
Furthermore, “Whale Done” Notes recognize entire classes of students who follow the explicitly             
taught behavior expectations in any setting of Windermere School. When a class has received              
twenty-five “Whale Done” Notes, a classroom-based positive incentive is earned. 

 
A Whale Wonder is an elite honor given to students who consistently achieve high behavioral               
expectations. The student receives a certificate and a call home from Mr. Welch to inform the                
parents of the Award. The student’s picture goes on the “Wall of Wonder” board near the front                 
office. 
 

Systems of Behavior Intervention 
(Tier One) 

 
Critical Thinking Center  

 
The concept of the Critical Thinking Center (CTC) is to modify a student's behavior as well as                 
limit the amount of time a teacher must use to address off-task behaviors. It is unobtrusive,                
provides another way to de-escalate a situation, and can occur in a classroom setting. The CTC                
provides an added structured dimension to redirect a student's behavior with minimal classroom             
disruption. The CTC is an alternative learning tool to develop a student's self-awareness and a               
strategy for self-monitoring of behavior while preserving the student’s self-esteem. The teacher            
acts as a mentor to guide the student through critical thinking as problem-solving steps increase               
independent behavioral patterns for the student. 
 
Office Discipline Referrals 
 
Students at Windermere School are explicitly instructed in the positive behavior expectations for             
each setting within the school. There is a universal system of consequences in place that is tied to                  
misbehaviors. Behaviors not meeting the expectations are classified as either a "Minor" or             
"Major" behavior. Behavior data is constantly collected and evaluated by the PBIS Team. 
 
"Minor" behaviors include minor incidents of inappropriate behavior (i.e. disruption, physical           
contact, disrespect, etc…). In the case of a "Minor," a staff member will administer a verbal                
warning and will remind the student of the expected behavior in that setting. If the behavior                
continues within the same day, the staff member will again re-teach the expectations and will               
complete an Office Discipline Referral (ODR) form to document the behavior. A consequence             
at staff member’s discretion will also be administered. If the student receives three ODRs within               
three school days, they will be referred to the office for administrative action. Parents/guardians              
will be informed of recurring incidents. 
  
"Major" behaviors include major incidents of inappropriate behavior (i.e. disruption, physical           
aggression, disrespect etc…). In the case of a "Major," a staff member will remind the student of                 
the expectations and will complete an ODR to document the incident. The student will              
immediately be referred to the office for administrative action. Parents/guardians will be            
informed about the incident by an administrator. Students in grades 4 through 6 may attend an                
after school detention at the discretion of the administrator.  



 
 

 
 

Systems of Behavioral Intervention 
(Tier Two & Tier Three) 

 
In Tier Two, group-based interventions are implemented to serve students who have not             
successfully responded to Tier One supports. Decisions to include students are based on data              
collected at the school. At Windermere School, there are several different groups that are              
designed to support students. In Social Academy, lessons are targeted to improve peer             
interactions and the student’s social skills. In Check-In, Check-Out, (CICO), students will            
“check-in” with a staff member, receive a daily behavior log that is completed by their teachers                
during the day, and will then “check-out” with a staff member at the end of the day. As part of                    
CICO, students earn points for positive behaviors and strive to reach a set point total each day. 

 
There are also various “clubs” at Windermere School that are targeted to various settings. These               
clubs include the “Classroom Club,” “Cafeteria Club,” and “Playground Pals.” These group            
interventions take place with a staff member in the actual school setting that is difficult for the                 
student. For example, if a student is having a difficult time meeting the expected positive               
behaviors in the classroom, they may be selected to be a part of the “Classroom Club.” These                 
clubs will take place several times a week for a set length of time and will include lessons that                   
re-teach the positive behavior expectations. 
 
In Tier Three, students who struggle to meet behavioral expectations even with Tier One and               
Tier Two supports as outlined in the matrix, may require a more individualized behavior              
approach.  
 
For all of these interventions, parental support is vital. Students are most successful when all of                
the adults in their lives support positive behavior choices. Parents/guardians will be informed of              
their student’s enrollment in any Tier Two or Three interventions. (Sugai & Horner, 2002; Lewis               
& Sugai, 1999) 
 

 
 
 
 

PBIS at Home 
 

Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports can be used at home. You can start by taking our                
school rule, "Rise to the Top!" As you can see, the area of "students and staff" has been replaced                   
with "siblings, parents, and other family members" for home use. Then, select a routine or               
setting in your home and begin to build your own matrix. For example, let’s think about the                 
routines of Doing Homework, Technology Time, and Getting Ready for School. What would they              
look like under each of the expectations? You can even ask your child to help fill in the matrix,                   
as they are generally good at reporting what are expected behaviors. You may come up with                
something like the sample matrix on the next page: 



 
 
 
 
Respect: Doing Homework Technology Time Getting Ready for 

School 
Individuals ● Remember to bring 

all necessary 
materials home 
from school  

● Place completed 
homework in back 
pack 

  

● Keep personal 
information private 

● Use kinds words 
and post only 
appropriate 
materials 

● Follow routine 
without reminders 
(brush teeth, get 
dressed...) 

● Have all materials 
ready for school the 
night before 

Siblings, Parents, 
and other Family 
Members 

● Read to younger 
siblings/help them 
with their 
homework 

● Stay quiet when 
others are working 

● Share technology 
devices fairly 

● Priority for devices 
goes to 
homework/studying 

● Help younger 
siblings get ready 

● Follow parent 
directions the first 
time they are given 

Environment ● Establish a 
homework routine 
(quiet place, 
materials ready...) 

● Use materials 
properly 

● Charge technology 
devices (iPads, 
Nooks, etc...) when 
done 

● Make your bed 
● Leave bathroom 

clean 
● Put dishes in the 

sink 

 
Once you have completed a matrix with your child, you may need to practice what these                
behaviors would look like. There are many ways to customize this for your household. You can                
add specific time frames of when homework is to occur or a minimum time of uninterrupted                
work for homework. The behaviors your child struggles with will determine what you want the               
desired behavior to look like. For example, your child may consistently run late in the morning,                
so specify when their clothes should be laid out for school, when the backpack is packed, and so                  
on. Be creative and work with your child to fill in your matrix. Be sure to use positively stated                   
expectations to show what you want the behavior to look like, not a list of “Don’t …” and                  
“Can’t…”. Included in the back of this packet is a blank matrix for your use. Children need to                  
be recognized when they are exhibiting desirable, appropriate behaviors. When you see your             
child making good choices and behaving in ways that you want, let them know. Give it a try at                   
home! 
 
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact: David Welch, Windermere               
School Principal; Jennifer Kinne, Assistant Principal; David Pechie, PBIS Coach, Grade 4            
Teacher; Sara Varga, PBIS Coach, Grade 2 Teacher; and Loretta Donovan, PBIS Coach, Grade              
6 Teacher. 


